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The Sex, God and Chaos Podcast
A conversation built to help you address the mess, connect the dots, 
and defeat addiction. Doing your work matters because if nothing 
changes then nothing changes. Life is tough, and this podcast is here 
to help. 
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Session 1

• Roane & Eva – Story & Recovery
• How we began
• The Big Reveal – “Geography not Porn-ography”
• The Journey Together
• Where we are – the HOPE!



Sexual Brokenness

https://vimeo.com/123348804


Session 2

• Roe & Roane – Story & Recovery
• Roe’s Journey
• Father & Son Journey
• Disclosure to Children



Honor your father and mother…

Hebrew word that is translated “honor” is kabed which means 
“to give weight”. The word picture is weights and scales. What 
Mom and Dad did or did not do carries weight and impacts the 

way we relate!
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Genesis 2:24, Psalm 27:10, Matthew 10:34-39



Disclosure to Children



Disclosure to Children



Disclosure to Children



Disclosure to Children



Session 3

• Roane & Eva
• The Roadmap of Recovery



Sexual Brokenness

A Spiritual Dis-ease 
(aka “False Intimacy”, or an “Intimacy Disorder”)

“Every knock on the door of a brothel is a knock 
on the door of heaven” – G.K. Chesterton

The cure is connection – True Intimacy! 
Connection with God, 

Connection with our True-Self in Christ, 
Connection with one another!



Since we want to become spiritually one with 
the Master, we must not pursue the kind of 
sex that avoids commitment and intimacy, 
leaving us lonelier than ever—the kind of sex 
that can never "become one." 

There is a sense in which sexual sins are 
different from all others. In sexual sin we 
violate the sacredness of our own bodies, 
these bodies that were made for God-given 
and God-modeled love, for "becoming one" 
with another.
1 Cor. 6:16-20, MSG

Sexuality involves our “whole” being



Sexual Brokenness
Systemic Cultural Issue

Porn Addiction/Compulsivity
Classic Sexual Addiction/Compulsivity
Sexual Impulsivity
Emotional/Physical Affairs
Sexual Abuse
Sexual Aversion (Anorexia)
Eroticized Rage
Pornification of Culture (Music, Movies, TV)
Female Pornography (Romance Fantasy)
Make-up Sex
Punitive Withholding
Gender Dysphoria
Sexually Transmitted Diseases

Abortion
Duty Sex
Home Produced Pornography (Sexting)
Love & Relationship Addiction (Infatuation)
Sexual Bargaining
Body Image Issues
Sexual Shame (Past Behaviors)
Sex Negative Messages
Sexual Confusion (LGBTQabcdefg…)
Same Sex Attraction
Loose Boundaries (Sexual Jokes, Innuendo)

This is only a partial list……





The Internet –
“Have It Your Way”

• Sexual Norms are changing
• The internet, social media, smartphones, 

and virtual sex at the click of a finger
• Fast fixes like sexual menus



Couples Recovery Process – 3 to 5 Years



1. Individual & Couples 
Counseling with a 

Qualified Christian CSAT 
Therapist

Couples Recovery from Sexual Brokenness
"The Roadmap”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O4SpXwWLOIQ


CSAT ASSESSMENTS









• Criteria A (stressor) : The person was exposed to: death, threatened 
death, actual or threatened serious injury, or actual or threatened 
sexual violence. 

• Criteria B (intrusion symptoms) : Recurrent, involuntary, and 
intrusive memories. Note: Children older than six may express this 
symptom in repetitive play.

• Criterion C (avoidance) : Persistent effortful avoidance of distressing 
trauma-related stimuli after the event.

• Criterion D (negative alterations in cognitions and mood) : Negative 
alterations in cognitions and mood that began or worsened after the 
traumatic event.

• Criterion E (alterations in arousal and reactivity) : Trauma-related 
alterations in arousal and reactivity that began or worsened after 
the traumatic event.



2. Connecting in 
Community with Others on 
the Same Path

Couples Recovery from 
Sexual Brokenness

"The Roadmap”



Connection & Growth 
Only two kinds of men today – those in the fight for their purity and those that aren’t!



Men’s Growth and Connection



Partner 
Support



Couple’s Intensives



The original F.A.N.O.S. exercise 
appeared in Debra Laaser’s
book “Shattered Vows: Hope 
and Healing for Women Who 
Have Been Sexually Betrayed.”



Men’s 
Coaching 
Weekends

6 x per year plus additional opportunities as a 
result of multiplication

Ongoing Men’s Coaching Groups each week 
practicing & experiencing true intimacy!



Couples Recovery 
from Sexual 
Brokenness

"The Roadmap”

3. Owning Your Story -
Laying the Foundation 
Begin to understand,
"How did we get here"?



Owning Your Story



Owning Your Story



Owning Your Story



Couples Recovery 
from Sexual 
Brokenness
"The Roadmap”

4. Understand Trauma 
& Messages - Trauma 
Wall Work
Any negative life 
event coupled with a 
sense of helplessness



I am not enough
I am on my own
I am insignificant
I am bad
I am inadequate
We begin to become aware of 
the deep false belief system that 
formed through negative life 
experiences, the toxic shame 
messages that reside in the 
limbic part of our brain that 
processes memory associated 
with emotions. The amygdala 
(fear) and nucleus accumbens
(pleasure) are part of this 
structure.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tBpBkyQCzYI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OhfBsg9-AEY


The 4 C’s of Betrayal Recovery 
Relational Dynamics

Cause – You 
did not cause 
it

1

Control – You 
cannot control 
it

2

Change – You 
cannot change 
it

3

Contribute –
What’s your 
contribution 
to it?

4



Purpose of 
Trauma Work 
with a Couple

The process brings understanding of the 
roots of the acting-out behavior and the 
intimacy disorder in the relationship - they 
begin to understand the setup. This is the 
beginning of empathy, with the overall 
goal of moving from intensity to intimacy. 
The questions and the trauma wall are 
designed to create vulnerability, which 
produces empathy. This is the creation of 
attachment, the glue that holds 
relationships together.





The Toxic Shame Messages
“If it’s hysterical it’s historical”

These are the lies that we believe 
about ourselves, and our spirits are 
formed for good or evil based on our 
circumstances and experiences. When 
they identify the messages, we help 
each individual see how they influence 
their relationship. When one spouse is 
dismissive or rejecting in some way, 
the old tapes run, “I am alone. I’m on 
my own. And then my anxiety goes up 
and I move into a defensive stance, 
because now I’m a big person. I’m an 
adult and I’m going to get louder, or I 
may move into withdrawal mode. I will 
either puff up or I will withdraw.”
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The Alligator, The Monkey, and The Real ME

The Limbic System - Explained

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PglaInxZfUc&list=PPSV




Couples Recovery from 
Sexual Brokenness
"The Roadmap”

5. Formal Full Disclosure -
Done with a qualified 
CSAT Therapist

The 3 Horsemen of True 
Intimacy - Secrets, 
Silence, Judgment



Formal Full Disclosure Process

Sexual brokenness involves a lot of secrets. To have a marriage that both 
people desire, and certainly the marriage that God intended, those secrets 
have to be told. Remember, intimacy is knowing and being known—by that 
definition, when we’re holding secrets there cannot be true intimacy
Couples often have what we call “kitchen table” disclosure, which is a 
dumping of information coupled with a sense of guilt and shame. 
Sometimes it’s more of a dribble in which only part of the truth is told. Some 
secrets are revealed, while others are kept—this is a messy process, but it is 
common and typically does a lot of damage. 



Formal Full Disclosure Process

The reason we have a formal full disclosure as part of the process later, 
rather than in the very beginning, is because usually neither individual is 
ready for full disclosure.

The addict is usually not aware or has disassociated because of shame from 
their acting-out behaviors. These are not necessarily major acting-out 
behaviors but minor indiscretions. Because of our associated shame, our 
brain works hard to block them from our memory. All of this happens 
because we are trying to reduce the shame that we’re already feeling.



Formal Full Disclosure Process
Healthy reasons for full disclosure include taking full responsibility for the 
acting-out behaviors, allowing a spouse to make a fully informed decision 
whether she wants to stay in the relationship or go, committing to a 
deliberate intentional process of transformation and growth, and creating 
true intimacy based on honesty and transparency.

What to disclose is critical - sharing too much information that creates an 
image in the spouse’s mind is a common occurrence when there’s a kitchen 
table disclosure. Too many details are shared, and there’s harm done 
because now the spouse has a mental image of what has taken place.



Formal Full Disclosure Process
• The nature of the acting-out behaviors: These may include pornography 
use, masturbation, the frequency of the behavior over the course of the 
marriage or the relationship, and heterosexual or homosexual acting-out 
behaviors.
• The length of time over which acting-out behaviors have taken place.
• The amount of money that has been spent on acting-out behaviors.
• The consequences of the behaviors. (These can include pregnancy, 
employment consequences, legal issues, etc.)
• The answers to questions or situations that made the addicted person’s 
spouse feel crazy (gaslighting).
• If acting out has occurred with people that she knows or in the home, 
this must be disclosed.



Partners Can 
Handle the Truth 
but NOT the 
Deception!!



Couples Recovery 
from Sexual 
Brokenness

"The Roadmap”

6. Partner Education & Support 
– Spouses group led by qualified 
counselor

"The hurt has to be comforted."



Partner Betrayal Trauma
The best description of this phenomenon is partner 
betrayal trauma—when the person whom someone 
loves the most is the person who has hurt them more 
than anyone else. 
Other Descriptors include:

• Complex PTSD
• Sex Addiction-Induced Trauma
• Sexual Betrayal Stress Syndrome
• Post-Betrayal Stress Disorder

Very real and is rather well-defined in progression and 
symptoms. It may not be full-blown post-traumatic 
stress disorder, but it mirrors the symptoms of complex 
PTSD.



• Hyposexual (move away)—partners move away from the pain and sexual shame by shutting 
down. They self-protect by pulling away or shutting their sexuality down.

• Hypersexual (move toward)—partners attempt to repair their sexual shame by trying to please. 
Their shame beliefs are often soaked in guilt or fear of losing the person who betrayed them.

Partner Reactions to Sexual Betrayal 

• Fear of being vulnerable
• Lack of Safety
• Avoidance
• Aversion
• Unprocessed Pain
• Shame
• Depression

• Fear of losing relationship
• Fear of not meeting the sexual
• needs/demands
• May violate their own values
• Compete with images in mind
• Try to “win ‘em back”

Hyposexual Coping Hypersexual Coping



Betrayal Trauma is Complex

1. Discovery Trauma 7.  Financial Impact
2. Disclosure Trauma 8.  Spiritual Impact
3. Deception Trauma 9.  Personal Health
4. Relationship Impact 10.  Impact to Sexuality
5. Family Impact 11. Treatment/Helper Trauma
6. Impact to Self-Concept 12.  Community/Social Impact



Rebuilding Trust – Creating Safety for the Partner
1. Broken and Remorseful.  “Changed Heart – internally motivated to 

change.
2. Accepts he has a problem and is willing to get help in order to become 

the “Man God Created Him to Be”. 
3. Willing to do whatever it takes to be faithful and change his life.
4. Establishes boundaries for himself to resist temptation, triggers or rituals 

that could lead to unfaithful behaviors.
5. He does not blame his spouse for his behaviors.
6. He shows a patience with your questions, anger and hurt by using AVR.
7. He supports his spouse’s need to get help – money, childcare, household 

responsibilities.



Rebuilding Trust – Creating Safety for the Partner
8. Willing to talk to you about his past and offer you a full disclosure of all 

sexual experiences from birth to present.  (recommended with 
professional help)

9. Willing to offer information regularly about being faithful / sober.   FANOS 
/ LAMP

10. Willing to be honest about all things – where he is going, who he is with, 
why he is late, if his schedule changes, etc – willing to be an open book.

11. Willing to work on understanding the “why” of his behaviors – the deeper 
root causes. 

12. Initiates talking to the spouse about feelings, thoughts and needs – FTD
13. Follows through.   Consistent, dependable and reliable in all areas of life.

From Trauma to Transformation – Debra Laaser
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Evwgu369Jw
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It can be difficult to know what to say when your partner is in great pain.  It takes 
practice to know what to say and to use empathy when they are hurting. This exercise 
will help you join the emotional state of the other and reassure you understand the 
source of their pain.

1. I can see that you are triggered, and I am so sorry that I have 
contributed to your hurt.

2. I realize that your current anger is related to my past behaviors.

3. I hate that I have done this to you and contributed to your anxiety.

4. I am so sorry that you are experiencing this as a result of my terrible 

choices – I was WRONG!

5. I want you to know that I hate I did this to you.
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Acknowledge – “What I hear you saying is …………..”

Validate – “I get why you would think, feel, believe………….”, “that 
makes so much sense to me”, “If I were you, I could feel the same way”

Reassure – “As much as I'm able at this point, I'm deeply sorry for my 
behavior. My ______________ (therapist, pastor, sponsor, accountability 
partners, etc.) explain that I don't yet comprehend how much my 
behavior has hurt you, and I accept that truth. I do want to understand 
your pain and I pray that as I continue to grow, as the man God created 
me to be, I'll do that. I am committed to you and becoming the husband 
you desired from the beginning.  I am all in.”
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HELP!!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-4EDhdAHrOg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-4EDhdAHrOg


Couples Recovery from Sexual 
Brokenness
"The Roadmap”

7. Begin to recognize the 
underlying  intimacy 
disorder

The old internalized messages 
that get tapped into - the lies 
we believe 



Couples Recovery from 
Sexual Brokenness
"The Roadmap”



Couples Recovery from 
Sexual Brokenness
"The Roadmap”



Couples Recovery from 
Sexual Brokenness
"The Roadmap”
12.  Sexual Reintegration 
Therapy - Couples' Guide to 
Intimacy (Bercaw)

Trusting God to heal, restore, 
and redeem your marriage -
"recovery" is the Life God 
intended us to live.



Session 4

• Roe & Roane
• Back to Basics
• Practical Recovery



Triple-A Engine of Internet Porn



Triple-A Engine of Internet Porn

Accessible – Limit Access – SHUT IT DOWN!

Anonymous – ACCOUNTABILITY - Rigorous 
Honesty, Transparency, Community

Affordable (It’s FREE) – Count the Soul Cost!



Back to Basics – Can’t Pray it Away

Genesis 4:6 - So the LORD said to Cain, “Why are you angry? And why has your countenance 
fallen? 7 If you do well, will you not be accepted? And if you do not do well, sin lies at the 
door. And its desire (yetzer hara) is for you, but you should rule over it.

Psalm 37:4 - Delight yourself in the LORD, And He shall give you the desires (yetzer hatov) of 
your heart.

In Hebrew theology, human nature (2 words for desire) consists of two basic concepts – the 
yetzer hara and the yetzer hatov.   The yetzer hara is the inclination to do evil, by violating 
the will of God. The yetzer haṭov is the inclination to do good. It is the duty of man to 
overcome his evil inclination, and it is for this that he is rewarded with the fruits of the Spirit 
– love, joy, peace, goodness, faithfulness, kindness, and self-control.



7 Desires of Every Human Heart
James 4:1  What causes fights and quarrels among you? Don’t they come from your 
desires that battle within you? You desire but do not have…..

To Be:
Heard & Understood

Affirmed
Blessed

Safe
Touched 
Included 
Chosen
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High Speed Internet Porn and the Experiment Generation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fwdb9NsaA1Q


Practical Recovery – Back to Basics – The WORK



Back to Basics – Blocking & Tackling
• Find a counselor that specializes in sexual 

brokenness.
• Join a group that is issue specific dealing 

with sexual addiction, sexual brokenness, 
or false intimacy.

• Find a sponsor, guide, or mentor – your 
Silas

• Build a team – 3 to 5 men that are working 
a recovery program dealing specifically 
with sexual brokenness.

• Filters/accountability software on 
computers & cell phones.  Parental controls 
on TV and other media as well.

• If an affair is present it needs to end 
immediately – and be brought into the light.  

• Full disclosure of all acting out activities and 
sexual history to be shared with spouse.  This 
should be done with the guidance of a trained 
counselor.

• 90 days of abstinence – includes no sex with 
spouse.

• Attend workshops/intensives recommended 
by therapist.

• Attend couples recovery group.
• Inpatient treatment if deemed necessary.

Stop the reactivity and intensity – Navy Seal 
Jesus!



Session 5

• Eva & Roane
• Alternate Models – Soul Care, Reactive Avoidance Trauma 

Model
• Experiential Therapy – Triangles
• The Created Design of Marriage



Other Approaches



Reactive Avoidance Trauma Model 
 

Begins - Early childhood           adolescence 
 
 

Maltreatment 
and/or 

Dis-attunement 
 
 

Painful implicit memories & 
Attachment disturbance 

 
 

Reduced emotional regulation skills 
 

 
Triggers (life stress) +  Emotional Dysregulation 

 
 

 
                                Coping Strategies (Distress Reduction Behaviors & Substance Abuse) 

Distress Reduction Behaviors (process addictions) 

1. Sexual compulsivity & impulsivity 
2. Food – bingeing & purging
3. Money - gambling shopping shoplifting 
4. Technology/iPhones
5. Work 
6. Reactive Aggression – passive aggressive, overt 

aggressive, covert aggressive (withdrawal/avoidance)
7. Self-injury & “Impulsive” suicidality 

How to change it?  Re.G.A.I.N. 
1. Recognize & Reconnect  

Aware of emotional state & reconnect 
w/adult self & others 

2. Ground Yourself 
Stand in the TRUTH of today 

3. Allow & Accept Feelings 
Feelings come and go – don’t repress or 
deny – this too will pass 

4. Investigate & Identify 
Where is this coming from – past relational 
trauma & shame messages? 

 
5. Non-Identify w/source error 

& Identify w/Christ 
Know who you are and recognize the error 
of the message – external or internal 

 
 



The Drama 
Triangle & The 
Healthy 
Triangle



The Crazy 
Dance 

& 
How to Get 

Out



The Created Design of Marriage
EZER KENEGDO & ZAKAR
Zakar means “the remembering one” and the verb connotation means “to 
act”.  It describes a presence of mind that is taken to heart. In other 
words, it is thinking that becomes doing. To remember God and to act on 
that remembrance. Initiate Relationally & Emotionally!

Ezer Kenegdo - Ezer means that she is a Warrior – she’ll come against 
anything that feels like a threat to the relationship.  Other descriptive 
words for Ezer are Strength, Power, Brave, Tough, Protector.  Kenegdo
means that she is the Boundary Setter, Spiritual Guide, Emotional 
Strength – she is hard-wired for relationship, she is intuitive, unique, and 
understanding of God’s design for her man.



SACRED SEXUALITY
Sex should affirm and reaffirm who you are, your sense of worth, your sense 
of being valued, and your sense of relationship. Our sacred sexuality reminds 
us who we are as people on the way to eternity. As wonderful as sex can be, 
as intoxicating as sexual passion can feel, we were made for more than this 
world, and the fact that something as marvelous as sex doesn’t completely 
fulfill us reminds us that healthy sexuality actually points us toward our 
ultimate destination of wholeness with Christ – bride & bridegroom united  
together forever in Heaven – our ultimate destination.  
For now, we are citizens of the Kingdom, pilgrims in a strange and very 
dangerous land, and we will not make it home on our own!



Additional Resources
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